THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BALTIMORE

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

FEBRUARY 13, 1943

IN THE MARYLAND CASUALTY AUDITORIUM

AT 4 P. M.
MARSHALS

Chief Marshal
Dr. William O. Weyforth

Aides

Dr. G. Heberton Evans    Dr. Richard F. Kimball
Mr. Thomas F. Hubbard    Dr. Carl T. Devine
Dr. Sidney Painter      Mr. Myrick W. Pullen
Dr. Lawrence Riggs

USHERS

Chief Usher
Robert Crawford Lloyd

Aides

Paul C. Adkins    William C. Franz, Jr.
Stuart C. Averill  John R. Hartmann
Charles B. Crow, Jr.  Harry B. Leopold, Jr.
Theodore DeBois  Horace Siegler, Jr.

Marlin U. Zimmerman

ORGANIST

J. Norris Hering, F. A. G. O.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

I

Academic Procession
War March of the Priests—Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
Marche Pontificale—Ferdinand de la Tombelle

II

The National Anthem

III

Invocation
The Reverend Clare J. O'Dwyer
Assistant Pastor, SS. Philip and James' Church

IV

Address
President Isaiah Bowman

V

Presentation
Portrait of
Dr. John Calvin French, Librarian of the University

by

Stanislav Rembski
Dr. Raymond Dexter Havens

VI

Conferring of Degrees
Bachelors of Arts, presented by Dr. G. Wilson Shaffer, Acting Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelors of Engineering, presented by Dr. W. B. Kouwenhoven, Dean of
the School of Engineering
Bachelors of Science in Economics, presented by Dr. Howard E. Cooper,
Acting Director of the School of Business Economics
Bachelors of Science, presented by Dr. Florence E. Bamberger, Director
of the College for Teachers

VII

Announcement by Lieutenant Colonel Harry M. Gwynn,
Professor of Military Science and Tactics

VIII

Presentation of the Alexander K. Barton Cup
Dr. G. Wilson Shaffer

IX

The Johns Hopkins Ode
The Glee Club

X

Benediction

XI

Festal March—J. Baptiste Calkin

The audience is requested to remain standing after the benediction until the
faculty has left the hall
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACHELORS OF ARTS

Maxwell Arnold Abelman, of New York
Lee Weil Bass, of Ohio
Robert Edward Bauer, of Maryland
Morris Bernstein, of Maryland
Eli Birer, of New York
Lewis William Bluemle, Jr., of Pennsylvania
Ernest Claiborne Brown, Jr., of Tennessee
Stuart Weems Bruchey, of Maryland
Jerome Elias Cohn, of Maryland
Arthur Irving Cooper, of Rhode Island
Lewis Robbins Day, of Nebraska
Henry Hanna Dix, of Maryland
Louis Franklin Drummeter, Jr., of Pennsylvania
Edmund Lawrence Dubois, of New Jersey
William Robert Evitt, II, of Maryland
Jerome Morris Fien, of Connecticut
Joseph Samuel Fischer, of Maryland
Donald Harnish Fleming, of Maryland
Asher Arthur Friedman, of Virginia
Robert Burwell Fulzon, III, of the District of Columbia
Samuel David Gaby, of Maryland
Ernest Salisbury Gohn, of Illinois
Howard Corbin Gwaltney, Jr., of Maryland
James Edward Henthorn, Jr., of Maryland
Dallas Wilkinson Hoadley, of Maryland
Felix Ireland, of Pennsylvania
Gordon Edward Jacobs, of Maryland
Fred Tulloch Johnson, of Maryland
Walter Robert Johnson, of New York
Charles Shirley Jules, of Maryland
Robert David Katzoff, of Maryland
Joseph Lerner, of Maryland
Milton Levine, of Maryland
Edward Athelstan Marshall, of Maryland
Richard Kenneth McKay, of Maryland
Ludwig Harry Moses, of New York
John Abraham Newman, of the District of Columbia
Lewis Morgan Purnell, of Delaware
Robert Resnick, of Maryland
Luis Rodriguez-Santos, of Puerto Rico
Donald Nahum Rothman, of Maryland
Salvatore Joseph Salzano, of New Jersey
Solomon Max Schapiro, of Maryland
Henry Murray Seidel, of New Jersey
Bernard Harry Shulman, of Maryland
Rinaldo Charles Simonini, of Maryland
Sidney Joseph Socolar, of Maryland
Lorin Rollins Stepp, of Maryland
William James Thanos, of Massachusetts
Leon Toby, of Maryland
Jack Gerald Weinbaum, of New York
David Ansel Weiss, of Maryland
Robert Alfred Wilson, of Maryland
Jerome Stanley Wohlmuth, of Maryland
Irving Young, of New York
Warren Clyde Yursik, of Maryland

GRADUATING WITH HONOR

Louis Franklin Drummeter, Jr., of Pennsylvania
Donald Harnish Fleming, of Maryland

Leon Toby, of Maryland

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS

Bernard Ellinghaus, of Maryland
Daniel Sidney Greenbaum, of Maryland
Joseph David Hartman, Jr., of Maryland
Mason Irwin Myers, of Maryland
William Albert Rowe, Jr., of Maryland
Clarke Murphy, Jr., of Maryland
Peter Stern, of Pennsylvania
Hyland Price Stiewart, III, of Maryland
Robert Andrew Stierhoff, of Maryland
David Erwin Traub, of Maryland
Bosley Owings Waters, of Maryland
BACHELORS OF ENGINEERING

Winslow Kirk Abbott, of Maryland
Walter John Angulo, of Maryland
Arthur Irving Atkins, of Maryland
Ralph Meredith Birmingham, of Maryland
Charles Bertram Boening, of Maryland
John Carl Burdette, of Maryland
Michael George Callas, of Maryland
James Kurzman Carey, Jr., of Maryland
Anthony Edward Cocoros, of Maryland
Harold Paul Cohn, of Maryland
William Francis Corse, of Maryland
Milton Wickers Davis, Jr., of Maryland
Marne Arthur Dubs, of Maryland
Wendell Earl Dunn, Jr., of Maryland
Warren Henry Eckels, of Maryland
David Alexander Edwards, of Maryland
Marshall Harris Eskridge, of Maryland
Robert George Gerstmyer, of Maryland
Daniel Jerome Goldstein, of Maryland
Joseph Robert Gruver, of Maryland
John Edward Harms, Jr., of Maryland
Henry Bishop Hegerfeld, of Maryland
Lawrence James Hellman, of Maryland
Robert William Hobart, of Maryland
Donald Randolph Holland, of Maryland
Joseph Elmer Jenkins, of Maryland
David Humphrey Johnston, of Maryland
Willis Carl Jones, of Maryland
Irvig Herbert Katz, of Maryland

Sidney Marco Katz, of Maryland
Donald Lewis Kerche, of Maryland
Ferdinand Kuehn, Jr., of Maryland
Elmer Weaver Lehrensperger, of Maryland
Samuel Morton Lipnick, of Maryland
Camille Steward Marié, of Maryland
James Roderick Mason, of Maryland
Bernard William Moss, of Maryland
Richard Shauffel Muller, of Maryland
Alvin Frederick Nehrenz, of Maryland
William Alfred Nitka, of Maryland
Alan Theodore Ossermann, of Maryland
Gustavus Bentley Pearson, of Maryland
Haskell Johnson Peddicord, of Maryland
Walter Edward Pocock, of Maryland
Easton Levene Pool, of Maryland
George Stuart Reeder, Jr., of Maryland
Gilbert Francis Renoff, of Maryland
Judah Ben Rosen, of Pennsylvania
Robert George Roush, of Maryland
Joseph George Schappner, of Maryland
Alan Schwartzman, of Maryland
George Hand Sharp, of Maryland
Louis Herman Stoll, of Maryland
John Stearns Thomsen, of Maryland
Edward Francis Vitek, of Maryland
Henry Kraus Weis, of Maryland
William Weltner, Jr., of Maryland

GRADUATING WITH HONOR

Sidney Marco Katz, of Maryland
George Hand Sharp, of Maryland
John Stearns Thomsen, of Maryland

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Oswaldo Berrayarza, of Maryland
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

Abraham Albert Alperstein, of Maryland  Viola Estelle Little, of Maryland
Dorothy Estelle Bessel, of Maryland  Joseph Arnold Lutman, of Maryland
Bessie Bertha Cummins, of Maryland  Helen Marie Picek, of Maryland
Francis Daniel Friedlein, of Maryland  Howard Bernard Seidman, of Maryland
Eleanor May Goedeke, of Maryland  William Hoffman Ward, Jr., of Maryland
Helen Townsend Hearn, of Maryland  Sue Belle White, of Maryland
Irma Kathryn Heinz, of Maryland  Hans Marcus Wolf, of Maryland

GRADUATING WITH HONOR

Francis Daniel Friedlein, of Maryland  Eleanor May Goedeke, of Maryland

Master of Science in Chemistry

Jerry Charles Covagnoli, Maryland

(14)
The Johns Hopkins Ode

Veritas Vos Liberabit

Truth guide our University,
And from all error keep her free;
Let wisdom yield her choicest treasure,
And freedom reach her fullest measure;
Oh, let her watchword ever be
The truth of God will make you free,
Will make you free!

Let knowledge grow from more to more,
And scholars versed in deepest lore,
Their souls for light forever burning,
Send forth their fire, unlock their learning,
And let their faithful teaching be
The truth alone can make us free,
Can make us free!

The truth shall crown her sons with fame,
Their lives inspire with nobler aim,
Their names make known throughout her borders
As learning's guide and wisdom's warders,
Then let their watchword ever be,
The truth for aye shall keep us free,
Shall keep us free!

Wm. Levering Devries, '88, '92